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1 OVERVIEW 

1.1 Summary 

This data set contains sea ice and snow measurements collected during aircraft landings 

associated with the Soviet Union's historical Sever airborne and North Pole drifting station 

programs. The High-Latitude Airborne Annual Expeditions Sever (Sever means North) took place 

in 1928, 1937, 1941, 1948-1952, and 1954-1993 (Konstantinov and Grachev 2000). In Spring 

1993, the last (45th) Sever expedition finished long-term activity in the Arctic. Snow and sea ice 

data were collected, along with meteorological and hydrological measurements (the latter are not 

part of this data set). Up to 202 landings were accomplished each year. 

The data set contains measurements of 23 parameters, including ice thickness and snow depth on 

the landing runway and surrounding area; ridge, hummock, and sastrugi dimensions and areal 

coverage; and snow density. The sea ice thickness data are of particular importance, as ice 

thickness measurements for the Arctic Basin are scarce. These data are a subset of those used to 

create the atlas Morphometric Characteristics of Ice and Snow in the Arctic Basin, self-published by 

Ilya P. Romanov in 1993, and republished by Backbone Publishing Company in 1995. Romanov 

personally provided these data to the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) in 1994. Note: 

NSIDC only holds data through 1989. 

NSIDC strongly encourages you to register as a user of this data product. As a registered user, you 

will be notified of updates and corrections. 

1.2 Background 

In 1994, NSIDC received two data sets from Ilya Pavlovich Romanov, a scientist who spent his 

career with the Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute (AARI), St. Petersburg, Russia. One data set 

consists of files of gridded parameters that were used in the construction of the atlas Morphometric 

Characteristics of Ice and Snow in the Arctic Basin, self-published by Ilya P. Romanov in 1993, and 

republished in a revised version with accompanying data diskette and additional charts, as Atlas of 

Ice and Snow of the Arctic Basin and Siberian Shelf Seas, by Backbone Publishing Company in 

1995. The second consists of files of raw (ungridded) data from aircraft landings on Arctic pack ice, 

beginning in 1928 and ending in 1989, with relatively few observations before the 1950s. NSIDC 

offers the raw observations, but not the gridded data, due to irregularities in the gridded data set. 

Unfortunately, Ilya Romanov died in 1995, before complete documentation on both data sets could 

be obtained. See Detailed Data Description for information on the contents of the new data set. 

 

https://nsidc.org/
http://nsidc.org/data-set/G02140/versions/1/form
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Romanov compiled and analyzed his database during his 45-year career with AARI. His field 

experience included 19 Sever expeditions and five North Pole drifting stations, as well as scientific 

leadership on the first voyage to the North Pole by icebreaker, in 1977 (Atlas of Ice and Snow of 

the Arctic Basin and Siberian Shelf Seas Editor's Preface, 1995). The AARI Sever and North Pole 

programs are described below. In 1959, Romanov initiated an extracurricular program of routine 

measurements of snow and ice that resulted in an extensive personal archive. This database grew 

to include previously collected snow and ice data as well (R. Colony, "Forward," Atlas of Ice and 

Snow of the Arctic Basin and Siberian Shelf Seas, 1995). 

Data sources for the Romanov atlases are described as the AARI Sever expeditions (1940s to 

1980s), the AARI North Pole drift stations (1937-1991), the US-USSR joint research Polar 

Experiment (POLEX) program (1972-1981), ice reconnaissance flight reports, and literature in the 

public domain ("Executive Summary," Atlas of Ice and Snow of the Arctic Basin and Siberian Shelf 

Seas, 1995). NSIDC has published the data from aircraft landings only and has not included 

extensive data from the North Pole program. The source of each year's observations is uncertain. 

The observations from 1928 may be connected with the rescue efforts of the airship Italia and the 

aircraft landings of Chukhnovsky and M.S. Babushkin during that period. 

Romanov's atlases and observational data are a unique contribution to arctic science. Snow 

measurements were made in the spring and therefore represent annual snow accumulation prior to 

significant summer melt. Romanov's assessments of area, thickness and the spatial distribution of 

snow contribute information useful for evaluating arctic freshwater balance (Roger Barry, personal 

communication, 2003). Sea ice thickness data are valuable additions to the limited record provided 

by upward looking sonar. The Atlas of Ice and Snow of the Arctic Basin and Siberian Shelf Seas 

contains many additional parameters presented in climatological analyses, with background 

information on observational methods. 

1.3 The Server Program 

The Sever (in English, "North") expeditions, more formally named the High-Latitude Airborne 

Expeditions, were an intensive data acquisition program conducted by AARI. Between 1948 and 

1989, but primarily in the mid 1950s and again during 1973-1979, the Arctic Basin and shelf seas 

were annually sampled at up to 202 separate landing sites per season, where observers would 

stay for several days. The landings generally took place from mid March into early May, when there 

was enough light to operate, but before summer melt made safe landings impossible. The Sever 

program included the acquisition of oceanographic and meteorological data (notably, the program 

focused on the wintertime hydrography of the Kara, Laptev, East Siberian, and Chukchi Seas); 

however, Romanov's database includes only sea ice and snow data. For more information on 

https://nsidc.org/
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Sever, see Environmental Working Group Joint U.S.-Russian Sea Ice Atlas, and Borodachev and 

Shilnikov, 2002 (in Russian only). 

1.4 The North Pole Program 

AARI's North Pole program consisted of drifting stations that generally were set up on multiyear ice 

floes. The first station began operations in 1937. Observations were interrupted during World War II 

and resumed in 1950. For 1954 through 1991, one to three stations were in operation each year, 

with varying 'lifetimes' before the ice floe broke up or drifted through Fram Strait. North Pole Drifting 

Station 1 lasted nine months and North Pole Drifting Station 22 lasted eight and a half years. 

Stations were set up by delivering personnel and equipment by air, and resupply was by air. They 

drifted until the floe was in danger of breaking up, at which time the men and equipment were 

retrieved. An average ice station lifetime was 31.5 months. The North Pole drifting station 

measurement program was extensive. This data set contains only a selection of sea ice and snow 

measurements that were acquired possibly during aircraft support for the North Pole program. A 

detailed history of the program, with a gallery of photographs, station meteorological data, and drift 

tracks, may be found in the Joint U.S.-Russian Arctic Meteorology and Climate Atlas (Arctic 

Climatology Project, 2000). 

2 DETAILED DATA DESCRIPTION 

These data, along with limited documentation, were obtained by NSIDC from I.P. Romanov in 

1994. The atlas documentation (Romanov 1993, 1995) provided much of the information given 

here on data acquisition and parameter definition, although this information is still somewhat 

incomplete. 

NSIDC received files that possibly are observations from Sever and North Pole station aircraft 

landing locations. These files apparently contain snow and ice observations from many but not all 

Sever stations and possibly from North Pole stations. Note that the Sever data and North Pole data 

are indistinguishable in the data files. It is likely that all data were acquired during aircraft landings 

using methods that were consistent regardless of which larger AARI program was being supported, 

but NSIDC cannot be sure of this information. NSIDC also received a different set of parameters as 

gridded data. These gridded data have some inconsistencies and are undocumented, and 

therefore are left out of this data set. 

We assume that both the gridded data and the raw data received by NSIDC were used for the 

climatological atlases constructed by Romanov and published in 1993 and 1995. However, the 

parameters in this data set are only a subset, and not an exact match, to the parameters 

represented in the atlas climatologies. The 1993 atlas contains more than 100 hand-drawn 

https://nsidc.org/
https://nsidc.org/data/g01962
https://nsidc.org/data/g01938
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climatological fields, with accompanying monograph. The 1995 second edition has been expanded 

and revised, with an additional 99 charts, new translation and introduction, and a data diskette with 

gridded data. 

2.1 Parameters 

Four ice thickness parameters (such as ice thickness of prevailing landing area), five ice 

morphology parameters (such as prevailing width of ridges), and 11 snow morphology and snow 

characteristic parameters (including area of sastrugi and density of snow), as well as floe and 

runway dimensions. The parameters measured, with the parameter number in parenthesis after 

(see Format), are listed below. See Data Acquisition and Processing for a full description. 

• Ice thickness parameters are runway ice thickness (10), thickness of prevailing ice of 

landing area (12) , thickness of ice pieces which form the hummock (17), and ice freeboard 

( 28). 

• Ice morphology parameters are prevailing height of hummocks in the ridges (14), prevailing 

width of ridges (15), maximum height of hummocks in the landing area (16) height of old 

hummocks (26), and area of old hummocks (27). 

• Snow morphology and snow characteristic parameters are snow height (depth) on runway 

(11), snow height (depth) on prevailing ice of landing area (13), height of sastrugi on the 

runway (18), area of sastrugi on the runway (19), height of sastrugi on prevailing ice of 

landing area (20), area of sastrugi on prevailing ice of landing area (21), depth, at mid-

length, of snow dunes extending out from ridges (22), depth, at mid-length, of snow dunes 

extending out from ridges (23), snow height (depth) at hummocks on the windward side 

(24), snow height (depth) at hummocks on the lee side (25), and density of snow (29). 

• Also included are floe and runway dimensions (parameters 6,7,8,9). 

https://nsidc.org/
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Figure 1. Sea ice off of Tigvarik Island in the Beaufort Sea, illustrating the spatial inhomogeneity characteristic 

of sea ice (Rear Admiral Harley D. Nygren, NOAA Corps, retired. NOAA Photo Library) 

2.2 File Naming Convention 

Files are named ice_romanov_yyyy.dat, with yyyy representing the year the data were collected. 

For example, ice_romanov_1985.dat contains all measurements collected during 1985. One file 

exists for each year data were collected. The records within each file are ordered chronologically, 

based on the date of collection within that year's field season. 

2.3 Format 

The data files are in ASCII text. Each line in a data file contains the information specified in Table 

1. The link from each parameter shows a scatterplot of that parameter's values. 

Table 1. List of Parameters 

Parameter 

Number 

Columns Missing Data 

Value 

Units Parameter Name 

1 0-3 -1 

 

year 

2 4-6 -1 

 

month 

3 7-10 -1 

 

day 

https://nsidc.org/
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Parameter 

Number 

Columns Missing Data 

Value 

Units Parameter Name 

4 11-18 -1 decimal 

degrees 

latitude 

5 19-27 -1 decimal 

degrees 

longitude 

6 28-32 -1 meters length of runway  

7 33-37 -1 meters width of runway  

8 38-42 -1 meters length of floe  

9 43-47 -1 meters width of floe  

10 48-52 -1 cm runway ice thickness  

11 53-57 -1 cm runway snow depth  

12 58-62 -1 cm thickness of prevailing ice of 

landing area  

13 63-67 -1 cm snow depth on prevailing landing 

area ice  

14 68-72 -1 cm prevailing height of ridge 

hummocks  

15 73-77 -1 m prevailing width of ridges  

16 78-82 -1 cm maximum height of hummocks in 

the landing area  

17 83-87 -1 cm thickness of ice pieces which form 

the hummock  

18 88-92 -1 cm height of sastrugi on the runway  

19 93-97 -1 percent area of sastrugi on runway  

20 98-102 -1 cm height of sastrugi on prevailing ice 

on the landing area  

21 103-107 -1 percent area of sastrugi on prevailing ice 

on the landing area  

22 108-112 -1 m length of snow dunes extending 

out from ridges  

23 113-117 -1 cm depth, at mid-length, of snow 

dunes extending out from ridges  

24 118-122 -1 cm depth of snow on hummocks, 

windward side  

25 123-127 -1 cm depth of snow on hummocks, lee 

side 

26 128-132 -1 cm height of weathered hummocks  

27 133-137 -1 percent area of weathered hummocks  

28 138-142 -1 cm ice freeboard  

https://nsidc.org/
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/runway_length.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/runway_width.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/floe_length.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/floe_width.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/ice_thick_runway.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/snow_height_runway.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/ice_thick_landing.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/ice_thick_landing.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/snow_height_landing.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/snow_height_landing.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/height_hummock_ridge.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/height_hummock_ridge.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/width_hummock_ridge.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/max_height_hummock.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/max_height_hummock.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/ice_thick_hummock.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/ice_thick_hummock.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/sastrugi_height_runway.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/sastrugi_area_runway.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/sastrugi_height_landing.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/sastrugi_height_landing.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/sastrugi_area_landing.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/sastrugi_area_landing.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/length_snow_accumulation.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/length_snow_accumulation.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/height_snow_accumulation.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/height_snow_accumulation.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/snow_height_hummock_wind.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/snow_height_hummock_wind.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/snow_height_hummock_lee.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/snow_height_hummock_lee.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/height_oldhummock.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/area_oldhummock.gif
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/ice_over_sealevel.gif
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Parameter 

Number 

Columns Missing Data 

Value 

Units Parameter Name 

29 143-148 -1 .00 g/cm³ density of snow  

2.4 Sample Data Record 

The following data sample is from file ice_romanov_1985.dat. 

1985 04 11 72.133 134.000 -1 -1 9999 9999 185 5 185 7 60 0 100 25 12 25 25 55 6 40 20 40 -1 -1 

-1 -1.00 

1985 04 11 72.033 132.733 -1 -1 9999 9999 130 10 130 15 120 0 150 50 18 25 28 55 11 60 40 70 

-1 -1 -1 -1.00 

1985 04 12 72.733 139.333 -1 -1 9999 9999 195 40 195 40 85 0 150 50 22 30 28 65 9 40 35 80 -1 

-1 -1 -1.00 

2.5 File Size 

The data files range between 0.45 KB and 30 KB. All data files combined total 660 KB. 

2.6 Spatial and Temporal Coverage and Resolution 

The maps in Figure 2 show the position of each landing site by decade. One data record exists for 

each location. The measurements were taken daily, sometimes at multiple locations, as early as 

January and as late as July; but usually late winter to summer, generally March through May. 

NSIDC holds data from 1928, 1937, 1941, 1948-1952, and 1954-1989. A single set of observations 

was taken at each landing site. The number of landing sites in any one year or month varied. In a 

given field season, the distance between landings averaged approximately 100 km. 

https://nsidc.org/
https://nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/images/data/noaa/g02140/snow_density.gif
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Figure 2. Landing Site Locations by Decade 

https://nsidc.org/
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Table 2 specifies the number of landing sites by decade and month. 

Table 2. Landing Sites by Decade and Month 

 January February March April May June July 

1920s 

     

4 

 

1930s 

   

2 5 

  

1940s 

   

21 24 

  

1950s 

 

2 21 286 147 4 1 

1960s 3 13 107 282 290 46 

 

1970s 

  

438 679 148 

  

1980s 

 

3 380 526 339 

  

2.7 Quality Assessment 

Each parameter was examined for extreme values by plotting all values and visually scanning for 

obvious outliers. These values were then investigated to determine the nature of the error. Extreme 

values were rare and occurred as described below. The four outlying ice and snow parameters 

were replaced with the value for missing data. Some runway length, runway width, floe length, and 

floe width parameters have values of 9999 and -1. Values of -1 indicate missing data; the meaning 

of 9999 values is uncertain. Table 3 lists these extremes. 

Table 3. Description of Data Value Outliers 

Name of Field Extreme 

Value 

Date of Extreme Value 

(yyyymmdd) 

Number of 

Extreme Values 

Day 0 196003__ 1 

Day 0 196104__ 13 

Day 0 198404__ 23 

Day 0 198505__ 1 

Ice thickness runway ? 19740413 1 

Prevailing height of 

hummocks in the ridges 

? 19800515 1 

Depth of snow on 

hummocks, windward side 

? 19800413 1 

Snow density ? 19810414 1 

3 DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING 

The information below (paraphrased from Romanov, 1995, except where noted) describes in 

general terms how data were acquired. In his supplemental observation program, Romanov 

https://nsidc.org/
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enlisted the help of colleagues as ice observers (Romanov, preface to the 1993 atlas). Generally, 

observations were made following the instructions in the Handbook for Conducting Airborne Ice 

Reconnaissance. 

3.1 Data Acquisition Methods 

Before an ice landing, a characteristic site of ice- and snow-parameter variation was selected. Ice 

thickness and snow depth were evaluated at different locations on first-year, as well as multiyear 

ice. Hummocks were measured in 2-3 ridges characteristic of the region. The size of floes was 

measured both in flight and on the ice. In 1988-1989, ridges were evaluated at 5-m intervals at 

North Pole stations and at landing sites (Romanov, personal correspondence with R. Barry, R. 

Colony, and W. Weeks, 1 July 1992). 

3.2 Ice Thickness 

Age and partial concentration of ice were determined from low-flying aircraft. After landing, three to 

five measurements of thickness at 150-200-m intervals were made on the runway. If second-year 

and multiyear ice prevailed in the landing area, thickness was measured at 10-20 points on 

neighboring floes and at fresh fractures. The values were averaged and used both for analysis and 

for calibration of the visual airborne ice observation technique (Romanov 1995). 

3.3 Hummocking and Ridging 

Ridged ice concentration is defined as the percentage of the area covered by ridged and 

hummocked ice with respect to the total ice cover. It is the main parameter characterizing ice cover 

deformation. Observations of ridged ice concentration were systematically carried out from aircraft 

by counting the number of iced ridges per kilometer and by visual estimates in accordance with the 

Handbook for Conducting Airborne Ice Reconnaissance (1981 and earlier issues). Additionally, a 

program of direct measurements of ice ridge concentrations, including their heights and widths, 

was conducted every March-April from 1972 to 1982. During this program, aircraft landed on the 

ice cover of every 100x100-km cell of the Arctic Basin and adjacent seas. The heights and widths 

of several typical ridges were measured, with 5-10 measurements on each ridge. In addition, the 

thickness, length, and width of ice pieces forming the ridge were measured (Romanov 1995). 

3.4 Snow on Sea Ice 

Representative areas for measuring snow parameters were chosen from the air. After landing, 

snow depth was measured at 10-20 random points and on characteristic forms of ice surface 

terrain (including level ice, frozen melt ponds, and ridges). Snow depth on level first-year and, 

https://nsidc.org/
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whenever possible, on multiyear ice was measured at 3-5 points on the runway. For snow cover 

more than 10 cm deep, at least 10 measurements were made over the entire ice floe, as well as on 

adjacent floes. Snow depth in 2-3 snow-covered ridges was measured on both windward and lee 

sides using a measuring pole at 10-20 points. The area covered by sastrugi was estimated from 

the air. After landing, the airborne observation data were checked, and other measurements made. 

Lengths and depths (at their mid-lengths) of snow dunes stretching from ice ridges at various 

angles were measured at 3-5 sites during every landing (Romanov 1995). 

 
Figure 3. High-latitude expedition Sever base on Zhokhov Island (photo taken by Sergey Kessel, used with 

permission). 

4 REFERENCES AND RELATED PUBLICATIONS 

More information on Ilya P. Romonov and on historical Russian ocean, atmosphere and ice 

observing programs can be found in the publications below. The 1993 and 1995 Romanov 

references contain additional descriptive information and analyses, of which this data set forms 

only a small part. 

https://nsidc.org/
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